Critical Lift Cranes

American Crane can turn your Critical Lift challenge into a well designed solution.

Designed and Built for Handling:

- High Value Equipment (e.g. Satellites)
- Radioactive Containers
- Loads Carried Over Critical Equipment (e.g. Turbines)
- Loads That If Dropped, Could Cause Major Schedule Delays (e.g. Space Flight Hardware)
- Difficult Load-Lifting Configurations (e.g. Aircraft Assemblies)
ASSEMBLY OF SATELLITE CRANE IN OUR SHOP

Options Available:

- Single Failure-Proof Designs
- Redundant Braking Systems
- PLC Controls (Including Safety Critical)
- Anti-Collision Protection
- Variable Speed Controls (Including Micro-Speeds)
- Real Time X, Y & Z Positioning
- Augmented Quality Assurance Program